The following phishing or spam e-mail was received by members of the Bergen Community College on or around February 4, 2013. DO NOT click on any links and DO NOT respond to this email or any e-mail you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Bergen Community College will never ask for personally identifiable information.

Date: February 4, 2013 10:23 PM
From: "CCS" <sentral@mail.ptpl.edu.my >
To: "Recipients" <sentral@mail.ptpl.edu.my >
Reply To: "mail upadmin" <mail.upadmin@blumail.org >

We are testing our web gateway server upgrades As a result of maintaining our window activity to resolve outages, CCS reverted the maintenance On January 9th, 2013, CCS will perform final testing as a result the organizational web sites will be temporarily unavailable. All uoguelph user are instructed to validate there account, to avoid account cancellation click> <Google Doc Spam/Phishing URL intentionally removed by ITS> to validate your account Now!
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